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A sequence of k-connected matroids No, Ni ..... Nm is called a k-chain, from No to N,,, if 
Ni_ I is a minor of N t (i= i ..... m); this chain is said to have gap t=max {IE(N,)I-IE(N~-t)I: 
i= 1, ...,m}. Chains of gap 1 are said to be dense. 
If M and N are 3-connected matroids, M is not a wheel or whirl, LE(N) I >_4 and N is a minor 
of M, then there is a dense 3-chain from N' to M where N' is isomorphic to N. For graphs this 
is a theorem of Negami, and for matroids a theorem of Seymour and Tan. Truemper has proved 
that for M and N 3-connected and N a minor of M, if we do not allow the insertion of an 
isomorphic opy for N, then there is always a 3-chain from N to M of gap at most 3. We 
investigate he structure of these chains, and show that if N has no circuits or cocircuits with 3 
or fewer elements, then there is a 3-chain of gap at most 2. 
1. Introduction 
We assume basic familiarity with matroid theory. For an introduction see [2, 13]. 
Let M be a matroid on E with (Whitney) rank function r. The span of Xc_E is 
{e~E:r(XUe)=r(X)}, where XUe denotes XU{e}. M* denotes the dual of M, 
with rank function r* given by (for A c_ E) r*(A)= ]A I - r (E )+ r (E -A)  where ]A] 
is the cardinality of A. A loop of M is a one-element circuit, and a coloop is a one- 
e lement  cocircuit .  Dist inct e lements  e, feE  are parallel i f  {e, f}  is a circuit,  and in 
series i f  {e , f}  is a cocircuit .  Aparal le l  (series) class is the set o f  all e lements  paral lel  
to (in series with) a f ixed e lement  and  inc lud ing that  e lement .  A triangle is a 
3-e lement  circuit  and a triad a 3-e lement  coci rcui t .  For  X a circuit  and X*  a coci rcui t  
o f  M we will call the proper ty  that  I xnx* l .  1, orthogonality. 
For  X~E,  M\X  denotes  the deletion of  X and  M/X=(M*\X)*  the con- 
traction. We wri te M × X for M \ (E -  X ) ,  the de let ion to X .  For  X, Y c_ E d is jo int ,  
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N=M\  X /Y=M/Y \  X is a minor of M; we write this as NO_ M (or NCM,  if N 
is a proper minor of M). 
To simplify a matroid M means to delete all loops and coloops, and to delete all 
but one element from each parallel class. Cosimplification is the dual of simplifi- 
cation. For eeE,  we use M-e  to denote 'the' cosimplification of M\  e and Mle  
denote 'the' simplification of M/e.  
U,~, for integers O<__n<_m¢O, denotes the uniform matroid on m elements in 
which every n-element subset is a base. For a graph G, M(G) denotes the usual 
polygon matroid of G. Let n> 3 be an integer, and let H,, be the graph on n + 1 
nodes in which n of these nodes form a polygon, P, and the remaining node is joined 
to the nodes of P by single edges. H,, has 2n edges and is called a wheel. The corre- 
sponding matroid is also called a wheel. The whirl matroid is obtained from M(Hn) 
by declaring P to be independent (and leaving all remaining independent sets the 
same). 
Let M be a matroid on E. A bipartition {A, B} of E is called a (Tutte) k-separation 
[121, for some positive integer k, if IAI >-k<-Inl and r (A)+r(B)<_r(E)+k-  1. M is 
n-connected, for some integer n>__2, if it has no k-separation for k<n.  A 
2-connected matroid is called connected. We will be primarily concerned with 
3-connectivity and not at all with n-connectivity for n>3.  For a discussion of 
matroid connectivity and its relations to graphs see [6]. 
A sequence of k-connected matroids No C_N 1 c__ ... c_Nm is called a k-chain 
from N O to N m. This chain is said to have gap t if t=max{IE(N i ) -E (N  i l ) l :  
i= 1 ..... m}. Chains of gap 1 are called dense. In this paper we are exclusively 
concerned with 3-chains. Thus, the term chain will refer to 3-chain. 
The graph-theoretic version of the following theorem is due to Negami [7]. For 
matroids it was proved by Tan [9], and independently by Seymour (it is equivalent 
to his splitter theorem, Theorem 7.3 in [8]). 
1.1. Theorem. Let N c M be 3-connected matroids uch that !E(N)I ~ 7 and M is not 
a wheel or whirl. Then there is an N'  c__ M, isomorphic to N, and a dense 3-chain 
f rom N' to M. 
If one studies the situation in which a chain from N to M is required, and not 
just one from an isomorphic opy of N, then it is no longer possible to obtain a 
dense chain. However, Truemper [10] has proved the following theorem (for 
[E(N)I >_4). 
1.2. Theorem. Let N c_ M be 3-connected matroids. Then there is a 3-chain f rom N 
to M o f  gap at most 3. 
In this paper we examine the kinds of chains that can occur in Theorem 1.2. We 
show that if N is uniquely expressible as a minor of M, then (in a sense) every chain 
has gap at most 2 (Theorem 3.4). Theorem 4.4 shows that there is always (with or 
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without uniqueness) a chain of gap 3 in which consecutive terms are obtained by 
single element deletion and cosimplification, or single element contraction and 
simplification. Thus, for every pair of 3-connected matroids N~ M, there is a dense 
chain in the sense of the operations M-e ,  Mle. We also show that if N has no 
circuit or cocircuit of size three or smaller, then there is a chain of gap at most 2 
(Theorem 5.6). 
It is important o note that Theorems 3.4, 4.4 and 5.6 can also be derived from 
the results of Truemper [10l, which are proved using Truemper's theory of partial 
representation matrices for matroids. We present complete proofs using an alter- 
native technique quite different from that of Truemper. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe some simple 
facts about connectivity. In the following two sections we first examine the case 
when N is uniquely expressed as a minor of N, and then the alternative case when 
there is an element ee E(M) such that N c_ M \ e and No_ M/e. In Section 5 we treat 
the case when N has no triangle or triad. In each of these sections (3-5) we assume 
IE(N)_>4. This is for the sake of convenience. Thus, in Section 6 we consider how 
to treat the cases IE(N)I = 1,2,3. 
2. 3-Connectivity 
We will use the following facts and constructions related to connectivity. Let M 
be a matroid on E. 
2.1. Lemma. For a bipartition {A,B} of E, 
r(A ) + r(B) - r(E) = r*(A ) + r*( B) - r*(E) 
= r(A) + r*(A) - [A  [. 
Thus, connectivity is invariant under duality. 
A minimal k-separation {A, B} of M is one satisfying min{ IA 1, I BI} = k. If {A, B} 
is a k-separation of a k-connected matroid with IAI =k, then clearly A is either a 
coindependent circuit or an independent cocircuit. 
For disjoint A, Bc_E define (see [1 1, 81) 
kM(A,B)=min{r(X) + r(Y) -r (E) :A c_X, Bc  Y}. 
2.2. Lemma. kM(A,B)=kM,(A,B), and for N~M,  with A, Bc__E(N), kN(A,B)< 
k m (A, B). 
Let MI, M 2 be matroids on EI, E 2, respectively, where m=E1NE z (i.e., 
IE~ NEal-- 1). The 2-sum M= Mi oM2 of Mi and M2 is the matroid on element-set 
(E l t . JEz)- m, with circuits the minimal sets that are either circuits of M l \ m or 
M2\m,  or nonempty sets of the form X~t_JX2 where XiUm is a circuit of Mi 
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(i= 1,2). (Note that if, for example, m is a loop of M2, then M I oM 2 is just the 
direct sum of Mt/m and M2/m =M2 \ m.) m is called the marker. The term 2-sum 
is due to Seymour. The theory of 2-sums has been developed in [1, 4, 5]. 
2.3. Lemma. I f  M=M1oM 2, then M*=MI*oM ~. For disjoint X, Yc_E z, 
M \ X /Y=M l o (M 2 \ X /Y ) .  
2.4. Lemma. Let M be connected and have a 2-separation {El, E2}. Let m be an 
element not in E and let E [=EiUm (i= 1,2). Then there are unique connected 
matroids M i on E i such that M = M I o M2" 
2.5. Lemma. Assume M is 3-connected, and let A c_ E be such that I E -  A I > 2. 
(a) If IZ I =3, then A does not include a triangle and triad. 
(b) I f  IAi =4, then A does not include 2 triangles and a triad or a triangle and 
2 triads. 
(c) I f  I A I = 5, then A does not include 2 triangles and 2 triads. 
Two partitions {S, T} and {X, Y} of a set are said to cross if all four intersections 
SOX,  SA  Y, TAX,  TO Y are nonempty. 
2.6. Lemma [3]. Assume M is 3-connected and let e ~ E. Then every 2-separation 
o f  M \ e crosses every 2-separation o f  M/e  and one of  these two matroids has only 
minimal 2-separations; moreover, either M-  e or M le is 3-connected. 
2.7. Lemma. Let Nc__MIoM 2 where M i is on Ei (i=1,2) and m is the marker. 
Assume that N is connected, IE(N)n Ezl <- 1 and that M~ c_ M2 is given satisfying: 
(a) m ~ E(M~), and m is neither a loop nor a coloop of  M~; and 
(b) i f  e=E(N)nE  2, then m and e are in a circuit o f  M~. 
Then N c_ M 1 ~ M~. 
Proof. Let X, Yc_E 2 be such that mU(E(N)OE2)=E2- (XUY ) and N~ 
MIo(M2\X /Y ) .  Then clearly M2\  X /Y=H is one of the matroids U °, U], U 1. 
The conditions of the lemma clearly imply that Hc_M~. 1 
2.8. Lemma. Let N be a 3-connected minor o f  a matroid M, and let {S, T} be a 
k-separation of  M, k <__ 2. Then 
min{ISOE(N)l,  ITAE(N)I} <_k- 1. 
Proof. Otherwise, by 2.2, kN(A,B)<_kM(A,B)<_k-1 where A=SOE(N)  and 
B= TAE(N) ,  and so N has a k-separation. [] 
2.9. Lemma. Let M be a connected matroid on E, and assume that for  some f, g E E 
and every e~E-  {f,g}, f and g are not in a common circuit o f  one of  either M\  e 
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or M/e. Then M is the polygon matroid of the following graph in which horizontal 
edges may be replaced by paths and oblique edges by sets of parallel edges: 
If there are no horizontal edges, this reduces to a collection of parallel edges (U2 
for some k). 
Proof. Clearly we may assume IEI~4. If the contraction of every eeE-{ f ,g}  
separates (that is, f and g are not in a common circuit in M/e), then it is easy to 
show that M= U2 (k_> 1); otherwise, there is an element e such that M \ e separates 
fand  g. Let {S, T'} be a l-separation of M \ e such that I s I-> 2, and say fe  T', g e S. 
Then {S, T} = {S, T'Ue} is a 2-separation of M. Write M=MsOM r. 
Now consider M r. Clearly, for every h e E(Mr) -  {m,f  }, either Mr\  h or Mr/h 
separates m and f .  Hence, by induction on IEI, Mr is of the required type, as is 
M s . It is now easy to see that M is of the required type. [] 
Note that the above picture in 2.9 does not give all the graphs with the stated 
property. These are obtained by taking all '2-isomorphic' opies. 
3. M\  X /Y=N uniquely 
Throughout his section we assume: 
(i) N~M are both 3-connected matroids. 
(ii) IE(N)I >_4. 
(iii) There are unique X, Y c E = E(M) such that N= M \ X~ Y. 
(iv) For each xe X (y ~ Y), M \ x (M/y) is not 3-connected. 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.4. 
3.1. Lemma. (a) Every x ~ X is in a triad of M. 
(b) Every y ~ Y is in a triangle of M. 
(c) No triangle includes 2 elements of Y. 
(d) No triad includes 2 elements of X. 
Proof. (c) and (d) follow from the uniqueness of X and Y, alone. For example, 
suppose {Yl,Y2, z} is a triangle with y ie  Y ( i= 1,2). Then M/{yl, y2} has z as a 
loop, so z ~ E(N). But M/{y l, Y2} \ z =M/{yl, Y2}/Z, a contradiction. 
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Now consider (a). M\x  is not 3-connected, and so has a 2-separation {S, T}. 
Write M\x=MsOMr  where M s is on SUm and Mr is on TUrn, for some 
marker m. By 2.8 we may assume ]TNE(N)[< 1. Then by 2.7, there is an element 
e eE(Mr) such that m and e are separated in either MT\  h or Mr/h for every 
h e T -e .  Since M \ x has no parallel elements, it is easy to see, using 2.9, that M \ x 
must therefore have series elements. This proves (a) and by duality (b). -1 
3.2. Lemma. There cannot be distinct elements yo, xl,Yl,X2 such that yo, xzeX,  
I{x l ,y l}OE(N) I : I=I{xl ,Y I}NY[ ,  {Yo, Xi, Yl} is a triad and {Xl,Yl,X2} is a 
triangle. 
We note that the configuration above can occur if IE(N)I <4. 
Proof. Take a maximal structure of the following type. There are 2n elements 
A={Xl ..... x,,Yo . . . . .  Yn-l} (n_<2) such that {xi, yi, xi+l} is a triangle and 
{Yz-l,xi, Yi} is a triad for i= 1 ... . .  n -  1 ;y0eX;  x ieXandy ie  Y(i_>2); andxl  e Y, 
y~ ~ E(N) or x~ ~ E(N), Yl ~ Y. Note that the hypotheses of the lemma give instance 
n = 2 of such a structure. 
Now by 3.1(a) there is a triad T= {xn, w~, w2}. Tincludes some element not in A; 
otherwise, Y0, Xl .. . . .  x, spans A and Y0 ... . .  Yn ~ i cospans, and therefore 
r(A) + r*(A) - IAI_< 1. 
Hence, we may assume w 2 =y, qA. Then, by 3.1(d) and orthogonality we may take 
Y,,-i =wl-  Now y ,~X,  by 3.5(d), and y,¢E(N)  because N is cosimple. Hence, 
Yn~ Y. 
Now apply the dual argument o Yn (this time using the fact that N has no 
parallel elements). This contradicts the maximality of A. L3 
We remark that the above argument is analogous to the last part of Tutte's 
argument [12]. 
3.3. Lemma. No xeX (y6 Y) is in two triads (two triangles). 
Proof. Suppose xl eX  and {Xl,Yl, Zl}, {xI,Y2, Z2} are distinct triads. Suppose 
{Yl, zl } c_ Y. Then by 3.1, both are in distinct triangles, and by orthogonality these 
are both in {Xl, yl, zl, Y2, z2}. This is contrary to the 3-connectivity of M by 2.5. 
Hence, by the cosimplicity of N and by 3.1(d) we may assume {Yl,Y2} c_ Y and 
{zl, z2} ~E(N). Now by 3.1(b)Yl is in some triangle. If this triangle does not 
include zt, then by orthogonality it includes x I , and so by 3. l(c) and orthogonality, 
z2. Similarly, i f y  2, z2 are not in a triangle, then {xt, Y2, zl } is a triangle. But by 2.5 
and the 3-connectivity of M, not both {x~, y~, z2} and {xl, Y2, Zl } can be triangles. 
Hence, we conclude that for some element w, {Yl, Zl, w} is a triangle, and weX by 
simplicity of N and 3. l(c). But now {xl, Yl, Zl, w} gives the configuration of 3.2, a 
contradiction. 
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3.4. Theorem. Let N~M be 3-connected matroids. Assume IE(N)I_>4, there are 
unique X, Yc_E such that M\X /Y=N,  and that for each xeX (ye Y), M\x  
(M/y) is not 3-connected. Then M-x  (MIy)  is 3-connected for each xeX (.re Y), 
and the resulting matroid has exactly two elements fewer than M. 
In fact, it is easy to see that the hypotheses of  Theorem 3.4 remain valid when 
M is replaced by M-x  (MlY) for xEX (y~ Y). Hence, this result implies the 
existence of  a chain in which consecutive terms are exactly two elements apart. 
Proof .  Let {S, T} be a 2-separation of  M-x  for some xeX.  Then we can write 
M-x=MsOM r, and we have ITOE(N)I<_ 1. Let m=E(Ms)OE(Mr).  
Suppose E(N) O T= 0. Suppose some two elements g, h are parallel to m in M r. 
Then, say h was in series with some element in M \ x (M \ x has no parallel elements) 
and so M \ h, M/h ~_ N, by 2.7, a contradiction. M-x  has no series elements, and 
so M r cannot have two elements in series with m. But if M r has an element neither 
in series with, nor parallel to m, then by 2.7 this element can be both contracted 
and deleted. Hence, ITI =2. But this implies Tis a circuit or cocircuit of  M r, and, 
as we have said, this is not possible. 
Now let z=E(N)A T. By 2.7 and 2.9, M r must have an element parallel to z. Let 
{z, w} be a circuit of  Mr (in M-x) .  Now {z, w} is not a circuit of  M\x ,  so there 
are elements z~, ..., zk, w~ .... , w t such that 
{z0, z l . . . . .  zk, w0, w l . . . . .  wt } 
is a circuit, where zo = z, w0 = w, and 
{x, z,, zj}, {x, wi, wj} 
are triads ( i¢j) .  Hence, by 3.3, k+/=l .  Now k=O, 1=1 implies {x,w, wl} is a 
triad including two elements of  X, a contradiction. Hence k = 1, and this is the 
structure of  3.2. ' l  
4. X, Y not unique 
In the previous section we examined the structure of  M when M\  X /Y=N,  with 
X and Y unique. Now we assume there is an element e e E = E(M) such that M \ e, 
M/e ~ N. Thus we assume (i), (ii), (iv) hold, but that (iii) fails. 
Example. Let X = {xl . . . . .  x, } and Y = {Yl . . . . .  Yn } be disjoint n-element sets (n _> 3). 
Let zCXUY.  Put Zi={xi, Yi} (l_<i_<n). Then the following collection is the 
family of  circuits of  a nonbinary matroid Ln on XU YUz: 
(a) all 3-sets in X, 
(b) all 3-sets in Y, 
(c) all ZiUz (l <_i<_n), 
(d) all 4-sets not containing one of the above. 
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Note that Lnlz= U 2, Ln \z=Ln-z  is the 2-sum of two copies of U2+l, Ln \g  is 
3-connected for any g~z,  and Lnlg = U~+ i. 
Suppose M\  e has a 2-separation {S, T} and that M/e is not 3-connected. By 2.6 
we may assume (perhaps using duality) that M[e is 3-connected. Let {Xi, E -  
(XiOe) } (i=1 .... ,k) be a list of all the 2-separations of M/e,  where Ix~l=2 
(i= 1 ..... k) and XiNX j=O (1 <i<j<_k). This disjointness follows from 2.6, since 
otherwise some Xit.)X j yields a nonminimal 2-separation. Again by 2.6, we may 
define x i=XiNS , Yi=Xi N T (i= 1 ..... k). Put X= {xl .... , xk}, Y= {Yl .....  Yk} and 
Zi={xi, yi} (i-- 1 .....  k). 
4.1. Lemma. MxX and M× )/are bromorphic to U 2. 
Proof. Since IE[_>4 and M is 3-connected, M has no 2-element circuits. Suppose 
A = {xl, x2, x3 } is independent in M. Let B = {Yl, Y2, Y3 }, unless this is a circuit, in 
which case define B = {Yl, Y2}. Extend A to a basis A' of M× S and B to a basis B' 
of MxT.  We claim that W=(A'UB ' ) -{x2 ,x3}  spans E-e ,  contradicting the 
assumption that {S, T} is a 2-separation of M\  e. Clearly, A' t JB '  spans. But 
{Yl, Y2, Xl } spans x2, W either includes or spans Y3, and {xl, Yl, Y3 } spans x 3. [] 
4.2. Corollary. I f  M is binary, then k<2.  
Indeed, it is easy to see that the matroid M× (XU YUe) is isomorphic to L k, and 
this is not binary (k_>3). Now take anyfeXU Y, say f=x 1. We prove that M\x j  
is 3-connected if k_>3. Note that if xl CE(N), then M\x  I ~_N. This follows 
because M/e ~_ N, and N contains no loops. 
Let {A, B} be a 2-separation of M \ xl. Now M/Xl has 2-separations determined 
by {x2, x3 } and {Yl, e}, and so by 2.6, IA '1 -> 2_< IB'I where A' = A fq W, B' = BN W 
and W=(X-x l )U  YUe. But 
1 ->kM\x,(A', B')->kMx w(A', B'), 
a contradiction to the 3-connectivity of M x W. This proves 
4.3. Theorem. Let N c_ M be 3-connected matroids, and let e ~ E(M) - E(N) be such 
that N ~ M/e, M \ e. Assume there is no fe  E(M) - E(N) such that M/fg_ N and 
M/ f  is 3-connected, or M \ f  g_ N and M \ f  is 3-connected. Then for  M' = M-  e or 
M I e, M' is 3-connected, M' ~ N and !E(M) - E(M')I -< 3. 
Combining Theorems 3.8 and 4.3 with the calculations in Section 6 (for the case 
when iE(M)]<4) we obtain the following result, and hence Truemper's result 
(Theorem 1.2). 
4.4. Theorem. Let N ~ M be 3-connected matroids. Then there is a 3-chain from N 
to M of  gap at most 3 in which consecutive terms are obtained by single element 
deletion and cosimplification, or single element contraction and simplification. 
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5. N has no small circuits or cocircuits 
Suppose M_D N, N and M are 3-connected, IE(N)I_>4, and that every element of 
M has been removed that preserves the N minor and 3-connectivity. It may be that 
M \ X /Y  = N uniquely. Then, by Theorem 3.4, for every x e X, M - x is 3-connected 
and ]E (M-x) -E (M) ]  =2 (similarly for Y). Suppose now there is some element 
e e E(M) such that M \ e, M/e ~_ N, and that for both M' = M-  e and M' = M le, M' 
is either not 3-connected or [E(M)-E(M') I_>3. We show that then e is in a very 
special K 4 submatroid, and that, in particular, N contains a triangle or a triad. 
5.1. Lemma [12]. Let {a,b,c} be a triangle (triad) of  a 3-connected matroid L. 
Assume that both L \ a, L \ b (L/a, L/b) are 2-separable. Then there is a triad 
(triangle) including a and just one of  b, c. 
By the result of Section 4, duality and 2.6, we may assume that M/e has 
only minimal 2-separations and exactly two parallel classes Z l = {xl,yl} and 
ZE={x2, Y2}. If M\e  has only minimal 2-separations as well, then by 2.6 and 
2.5(c), {e, xl,x2, yl, y2} is a 2-separation of M. Hence, M\e  has a nonminimal 
2-separation {S, T}. By 2.6 we may assume xl, x2 e S and Yl, Y2 e T. By 2.8 we may 
assume Y2 ~ E(N). Hence, by 5.1 there is a triad K = {Y2, a, b}. Note that e e K, since 
otherwise M/e \ {yt, Y2} cannot be 3-connected. Suppose K= {e, Y2,Xl }. Then 
{S-x  l, TUxl } is a 2-separation of M \ e that does not cross the one determined by 
{Xl, Yl }, contrary to 2.6. Hence, by orthogonality, K = {e, Yl, Y2}- 
5.2. Lemma. xl, x2 e E(N). 
Proof .  If xl ~ E(N) ,  then N K M \ x I , M \ e implies, using 5.1, that there is a triad 
including x~. As above, this triad must be {e,x~,x2} contrary to the 3-connection 
of M, by 2.5(c). [] 
5.3. Lemma. There is an element z such that {Z, Yl,Y2} is a circuit. 
Proof. Suppose M \ e \ Y2 ~ N. Then M \ e \ Y2 \ Yl = M \ e \ Yl/)'2 _D N since Yl is a 
coloop of M \ e \ Y2 and Y2 is a coloop of M \ e \ Yl. Hence M \ e/Y2 D_ N. Now, by 
hypothesis, M \ ely 2 is not 3-connected, and so M/y  2 \ e is not 3-connected. But 
M/y2 \ e \ Yl = M/e \ Yl \ Y2 is 3-connected and so Yl is parallel to some element in 
M/y  2 \e .  This is the element z. [] 
5.4. Lemma. {xl, Xz, z} is a triangle. 
Proof .  ({xl, Yl, e} 13 {x2, Yz, e}) - e is a union of circuits. Let C be one. If Yl or Y2 
is not in C, then by orthogonality Cc_ {x~,x2}, a contradiction. Hence, y l ,y2eC.  
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Consider zeC'c_(CU{yl,y2, z}) -y l ,  where C'  is a circuit. By orthogonal ity 
y2¢C', and so zeC'c_ {xl,x2, z}. F, 
Observe, that we now have M× {e, z, xl,x2, yl,y2} =K 4. 
5.5. Lemma.  M \ z is 3-connected. 
Proof .  I f  not, then by 5.1 there is a triad containing z. But then by orthogonal ity 
this triad is included in {e,Z, Xl,X2, yl,y2} , which implies M is 2-separable by 
2.5. L] 
We have now proved: 
5.6. Theorem. I f  No_ M are 3-connected matroids, and N has no circuits or 
cocircuits of size 3 or smaller, then there is a 3-chain of gap at most 2from N to M. 
6. N has 3 or fewer elements 
In this section we prove Theorem 4.4 in the case when ]E(N)[_<3. Lemma 6.1 
deals with ]E(N)[- -3,  Lemma 6.2 with [E(N)I_<2. 
It is straightforward to see that we may assume ]E(M)I >_6. 
6.1. Lemma.  Theorem 4.4 holds for iE(N)I =3.  
Proof .  Case 1. Assume there exists eeE(M) -E (N)  with Nc_M/e, M/e has only 
minimal 2-separations, and e is in no triangle with 2 elements from E(N). Then 
Nc_MIe and Mle is 3-connected. If  Mle has at least 4 elements, there exists 
e'6 E(M) - E(M ;e) such that M le ~ M' ~ {M-  e; M le'}, M' is 3-connected and 
[E(M)-E(M')[<3, by Theorems 3.4 and 4.3. Suppose M[e=N, and [E (M) -  
E(M [e)[ >- 4. Then [E(M)[>-7, and e is in at least 3 tringles, TI, T2, T 3. Suppose 
TtfqT2~e. Then (TitATz)-e determines a nonminimal  2-separation of  M/e. 
Hence, TiNTj=e (i@j), and using M[e=N, we conclude that e is in exactly 3 
triangles T l = {nl, Yl, e}, T 2 = {//2, Y2, e}, T 3 = {n3, Y3, e}, and N= M/e \ {Yl, Y2, Y3 }. 
It is now straightforward to see that M\y  i is 3-connected ( i= 1,2,3). 
Case 2. Assume for each eeE(M) -E (N) ,  if Nc_M/e(M\e),  then either 
M/e(M\e)  has a nonminimal 2-separation or {nl,nz, e} is a triangle (triad) for 
some n l, n 2 e E(N). 
Case 2.1. Let e e E(M) - E(N) with N c_ M/e, and suppose M/e has only minimal 
2-separations. Then {nl, n2, e} is a triangle of M, leaving nl, n 2 parallel in M/e, and 
implying N= U~. Let n 3 be the third element of  E(N). nl,n 3 cannot be parallel in 
M/e, so let n 1, n 3 e C for some circuit C of  M/e and let y6  C \  {F/l, ?'/3}" Since M]e 
is 3-connected, M/e contains another circuit C '  with n l, n 3 e C'  and y¢  C'. Thus 
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No_ M\y ,  M/y. Now y cannot be in a triad with 2 elements from E(N): {y, n l, n2} 
violates orthogonality with C'Ue, and {y, nl,n3} or {y, nz, n3} violates orthogo- 
nality with {e, nl,n2}. Thus, it must be that M\y  has a nonminimal 2-separation 
(implying IE(M)[ >_7) and so by hypothesis and 2.6, y is in a triangle with 2 elements 
from E(N). Let {A, B} be a nonminimal 2-separation of M\y .  Suppose {Y, nl,n2} 
is a triangle. Since {e, nl,na} is a triangle of M\y ,  we may assume there is a 
2-separation {A',B'} of M\y  with {e, ni,n2}C_A'. But then {A'Uy, B'} is a 
2-separation of M. Thus assume {y, nz, n3} is a triangle. Similarly, neither 
of {e, nl,y }, {e, n2, y } is a triangle, and so {e, n3, y } is not a triangle. Thus, 
N=M\  X/{e,y}, where X=E(M) -  {e,y, nl,nz, n3}. 
l e t  x ~ X be arbitrary, x cannot be in a triad with two elements from E(N) because 
of the triangles {e, nl,nz}, {y, n2,n3}. Therefore, M\x  has a nonminimal 
2-separation and M/x has only minimal 2-separations. Let M'=M\  (X-x)/{e, y}. 
Suppose N~M/x .  Then x is parallel to some element of M'. If x is parallel to no 
element in M \ (X -  x)/y, then it is easy to see that M \ (X - x)/{y, x} \ e = N. Hence 
there is a triangle {x,y,n} of M, and similarly a triangle {x,e,n'}. n:/:n', because 
otherwise {x, y, e} is a triangle, and so M/{e, y} \ x = M/{e, y}/x, a contradiction. 
Hence, circuit elimination implies n=nl and n'=n 3. But then M\  (X -x )  has six 
elements, no series or parallel elements and, for any bipartition of its element-set, 
has a triangle meeting both parts. It follows that M \ (X -x )  is 3-connected, and we 
may apply Theorems 3.4 and 4.3 with M \ (X - x) playing the role of N. This contra- 
diction implies we can now assume No_M/x, with M/x having only minimal 
2-separations, and x is in a triangle with two elements in E(N). Because {A, B} is 
a nonminimal 2-separation of M\y ,  the triangle cannot be {x, n2,n3}. And since 
M\x  has a nonminimal 2-separation, {C,D} say, the triangle cannot be 
{x, nl,n2}. The triangle is therefore {x, nl,n3}. Hence, again M\(X-x )  is 
3-connected, and we are done. 
Case 2.2. We conclude that for each eeE(M) -E(N) ,  if Nc_M/e(M\e),  then 
M/e(M \ e) has a nonminimal 2-separation. By 2.6, if N c_ M \ e, then N~ M/e. So, 
X, Y are unique such that N = M \ X~ Y. Let e ~ E(M) - E(N) with N c_ M \ e and let 
{S, T} be a nonminimal 2-separation of M\e ,  with [E(N)NT[<I. We can write 
M\  e=MsOMr, where m =E(Ms)VIE(Mr). Suppose E(N)N T=0.  If there is an 
element h ~ T which is neither in series with, nor parallel to m, in M r, then by 2.7, 
No_ M/h, M \ h, a contradiction to the uniqueness of X and Y. Mr has at most one 
element parallel to m, hut m cannot be parallel to one element and in series with 
two elements. Thus, m must be in series with three elements hl, h2, h 3. Since 
hl, h2, h 3 are in one series class in M\  e, {hl, hz, x } and {hl, h3,x } are triads of M, 
and {hl,hz, h3}c_ Y. Circuit elimination and the 3-connectivity of M give that 
{hl, h2, h3} is a triad. M/{hl,h2, h3} has a loop by 5.1, a contradiction. Thus, 
E(N)NT~O. Let nl =E(N)NT. Then by 2.7 and 2.9, M r is the polygon matroid 
of a graph of the form (n>_2, again by 5.1) 
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where there may be one edge parallel to m, while x~ . . . . .  xn_ ~ are alone in their 
parallel classes, and Yi ( i= 1 . . . . .  n) may be paths. Let Z denote the series class of 
y,,. By 2.7, N c_ M \ x n_ ~. But, since Y determines a l -separation of M \ e/x, _ ], 
Z U e determines a nonmin imal  2-separation of M/x, _ ~. Therefore, by 2.6, M \ x,, _ 
has no nonminimal  2-separations, contradicting the hypotheses. [3 
6.2. Lemma. Theorem 4.4 holds for IE(N)[<2.  
Proof. If IE(N)] =2,  then N= U~. Let E (N)= {nj,n2}. Then there exists a circuit 
C of M such that {nl,n2}CC, and where X=E(M) -C ,  Y=C-{nl ,n2},  
N=M\  X/Y.  Since M is 3-connected, there exists an element yeC-{n l ,n2} .  Let 
N'=M\X/ (Y -y ) .  Then N'---U~, and we are finished, by 6.1. 
If [E(N) I = 1, then N= U ° or UJj. By duality, assume N=U °. Let C be a 
circuit of M with E(N)CC and let yeC-E(N) .  Then where X=E(M) -C  and 
Y= C-E(N) ,  the matroid M \ X / (Y -y )  is isomorphic to U~, and we are finished, 
by the above case. LA 
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